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Abstract. I present the appearance of Solar Orbiter “campfires” in simultaneous images from the Solar Dynamics Observatory
where most are visible although less sharp. I also show such features elsewhere in the SDO database. I show them in detail and
discuss their nature.
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1. Introduction
On July 16, 2020 a friend with interest in science alerted me
to an on-line ESA–NASA press conference that afternoon to an-
nounce first images from Solar Orbiter (SoLO): “closer than ever
before”.
I had not expected this so soon after launch, but found a video
movie of the ecliptic-projected orbit and saw that SolO dropped
behind Earth so much at its launch that it fell considerably from
Earth orbit towards this relatively close pass (0.5 AU) then al-
ready.
A newspaper journalist then informed me embargoedly that the
press release would boast “many little flames”.
Naturally I speculated about known solar little-flame phe-
nomena: Ellerman bombs (EB, Rutten et al. 2013), quiet-Sun
Ellerman-like brightenings (QSEB, Rouppe van der Voort et al.
2016), flaring active-region fibrils (FAF, Rutten 2016), IRIS
bombs (IB, Peter et al. 2014), UV bursts (Young et al. 2018),
tips of spicules-II in on-disk appearance as rapid blue excur-
sion (RBE, Langangen et al. 2008) or rapid red excursion (RRE,
Sekse et al. 2013b), and (ALMA) mm bursts (da Silva Santos
et al. 2020).
Attending the press conference made clear that the little flames,
coyly called “campfires”, sat in images from the EUI 174 Å HRI
telescope implying million-K temperature and hence excluding
EBs and QSEBs since these reconnection flames remain photo-
spheric, not reaching EUV temperatures and even not breaking
through the Hα fibril canopy (which also hides them for ALMA,
Rutten 2017b).
The tips of RBEs and RREs do reach above the canopy and often
reach EUV temperatures (Henriques et al. 2016), but these occur
ubiquitously around network including quiet unipolar network,
much less scarce than the dozen or so campfires in the approxi-
mately 0.5 × 0.5 RSun SolO image that was shown.
The SolO “campfires” looked like FAFs to me.
I have inspected many FAFs in specific “EBFAF” detection
movies multiplying SDO/AIA 1700 Å and 1600 Å after normal-
ization, but the only detailed FAF descriptions so far are in Vis-
sers et al. (2015). More detail is given in appendix A below.
Here I report on my eventual finding these SolO campfires in
SDO images. To cut the long story short: they are not FAFs. I
speculate about what instead.
The contents table serves as clickable outline; I therefore refrain
from adding a descriptive contents outline here.
I keep the figures at the end to facilitate parallel text and figure
inspection using a second pdf-reader instance. For many images
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zoom-in to detail may be useful. Most are full-page to enable
blinking by page flipping.1
2. Finding SolO campfires
Immediately after the press conference I shared my FAF suspi-
cion and asked whether the images would be public and whether
I might have access to them for checking against SDO with
my EBFAF detection technique. The quick answer from EUI
PI David Berghmans was “yes” – but that it would take some
months.
For a first look, being curious and impatient, I therefore down-
loaded the press-release high-resolution 174 Å image (figure 1),
noting that all others shown were cutouts of it, asked for infor-
mation where on the Sun and when it was taken, and downloaded
the SDO/AIA 171 Å daily movie for the stipulated May 30, 2020
date to locate the SolO image scene.
The SolO EUI/HRI telescopes have 2048×2048 0.5 arcsec pix-
els, the same pixel size as SDO/HMI (4096×4096) and TRACE
(1025×1024) and close to the 0.6 arcsec of the four SDO/AIA
telescopes to which SSW’s aia_prep.pro rescales HMI prod-
ucts. Hence, from about 0.5 AU the campfires should be twice
sharper in SolO, but since they extend multiple pixels in the re-
leased image they should still be visible in AIA 171 Å also.
The orbit movie suggested that SolO was near 40 degrees in ad-
vance of the Earth along the ecliptic, so I concentrated on pat-
tern recognition of the SolO scene in figure 1 towards the West
limb in the AIA 171 Å movie, hoping that the EUI/HRI tele-
scope pointed near sub-SolO disk center and not towards the
SolO West limb where the scene would already be backside for
SDO.2
I did not find the scene, also not for SolO’s full-disk 304 Å im-
ages in the press release.
Since I got no further answer on my when and where question
I also realized that the SolO image might have been taken any-
where on the Sun with any orientation, perhaps even flipped or
mirrored, and possibly beyond the SDO limb. Then Greg Slater
(LMSAL) pointed out that the zoom movie shown in the press
conference morphed between unrelated, disjoint scenes and so
could not be used in location finding; the 304 Å full-disk view I
had taken as guide might be from another date and have other
orientation. He also suggested that the high-resolution image
might have been taken later, during June, with rapidly increasing
SolO–Earth sight-line difference.
I therefore collected daily SD0 171 Å movies for many days and
played them endlessly against the SolO image in various orien-
tations, trying visual pattern recognition – the proverbial needle
in a haystack. After many days of increasing frustration I gave
up.
1 Depending on your pdf viewer: single-page, fit-to-page, full-page, full-screen
or presentation mode. With Gnome evince: zoom-in (CTRL +), page-blink
with up-down in the thumbnail side panel. With Acrobat acroread: full-page
(CTRL L), zoom-in (CTRL +), blink left-right. With Ubuntu qpdfview: full-
screen, zoom-in (CTRL right), blink left-right. In the Google Chrome and Fire-
fox pdf viewers: left-right, or full-page and up-down or page up-down. In ma-
cOS: Firefox left-right or full-page and up-down, Safari full-page up-down,
Preview full-page up-down or mouse scroller, zoom-in and then left-right.
2 And for IRIS, Hinode, SST etc. if co-pointing had been requested – which
I hoped since multi-telescope multi-diagnostic observation is the proper way to
do solar physics in my view, also motivating my extensive efforts in SDO–other
telescope co-alignment.
Eventually, on July 28 ESA’s mission scientist Daniel Müller
informed me that the image was actually taken on May 30 as
stipulated, around 14:54 UT. This enabled full-resolution full-
cadence full-disk AIA sequence downloads and inspection at
more detail than the SDO daily movies.
It took me a few days more but then I finally recognized the SolO
scene in SDO 171 Å. After all my far-too-wide casting I found
that the image was actually taken somewhat east of sub-SolO
disk center, not flipped or mirrored, and had only small-angle
rotation from solar North up as seen from the Earth and SDO.
3. SDO data collection
Over the past decade I developed an extensive IDL pipeline
to cross-align JSOC “im_patch” cutouts precisely between all
SDO diagnostics and then co-align the results with small fields
from other telescopes, in particular the Swedish 1-m Solar Tele-
scope (SST). The first part is used here.
I aim to present this pipeline in another report in this series, but
some detail is given already in my brief manual in the IDL di-
rectory where I make this software available.3
In a nutshell, a single call of sdo_getdata.pro requests, col-
lects, and cross-aligns SDO cutouts from JSOC, small ones at
full cadence for the target area and large ones at lower cadence
around disk center. The latter are used to find spatial offsets
between the SDO diagnostics (“channels”) by cross-correlation
of many small subfields, usually 30×30 arcsec each, applying
apparent height-of-formation differences and iterative removing
outliers, as function of time during the requested sequence dura-
tion. One resulting fit is shown in figure 53. These “driftscenter”
results are stored and used for the target cutouts, usually yielding
cutout cross-alignment precision of 0.1 arcsec or better (about
10× better than the start-off co-registration by aia_prep.pro).
With sdo_getdata_rr,’2020.05.30_14:50’,15,375,148,
xsize=700,ysize=700 I targeted a wider area around the SolO
field during 15 minutes. The program took 42 min (naturally) to
deliver the material used here.
In visual comparison I found that the best match with the SolO
image in figure 1 occurred around time step 46 or 14:58:46 UT.
In addition I made full-disk images and charts at this best-match
time with my sdo_diskfigs.pro which may be used for any
non-eclipsed SDO moment and includes optional GONG Hα
download. It yielded the full-disk SDO overviews in figures 2–6
with the JSOC im_patch target cutout outlined.
There were two minor active regions near the East limb. The out-
lined SolO target shows nothing active beyond quiet network on
the surface, but diffuse and concentrated patches of EUV bright-
ness.
Normally, I obtain precise co-alignment with the “other” tele-
scope (called STX for Solar Telescope X in my software and
manual) which includes removal of small SDO wobbles left over
from the JSOC per-pixel cutout selection. Precise pixel-by-pixel
SDO–STX comparisons are then possible and easily done with
my versatile showex.pro4 sequence browser and blinker which
can load many different files and cube parameters in memory to-
3 https://webspace.science.uu.nl/~rutte101/Recipes_IDL.html
4 The underlying engine is movex.pro, built on SSW’s ximovie.pro written
by Øyvind Wikstøl and Viggo Hansteen for Solar-B.
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gether with jpg images or mpg movies and then zoom-in to pixel
level.
In this case, however, I could not use my sdo_stx_align.pro
because the SDO scene is foreshortened by its limbward view-
ing, differential across its large field, with respect to the SolO
scene nearer disk center (probably with opposite foreshorten-
ing).
No pixel-by-pixel co-registration therefore, but it was easy to
manually co-locate SolO campfires (and larger bushfires) pre-
cisely with similar SDO EUV flames in showex and then zoom-
in to pixel scales to obtain pixel-clicked joint location output for
matching ROI = “region of interest” cutouts of the SolO image
and the SDO images.
These double coordinate pairs became the cutout centers for the
17 ROI cutout assemblies shown in figures 27–49. Their fields
are sufficiently small to permit de-foreshortening and height-
difference corrections explained below.
4. SolO–SDO scene
Figure 1 shows the SolO press-release high-resolution image
from the 174 Å EUI HRI telescope.5 I see about a dozen
campfires in subjective selection of small bright features. The
2048×2048 px image measures about 402×402 Mm2 on the Sun,
suggesting campfire density of about 5 × 10−4 Mm−2 if the re-
maining solar surface – in this quiet cycle phase – shows them
likewise. Too scarce for suggesting a role in coronal heating.
Figures 7–15 show corresponding but somewhat larger SDO
cutouts (plus a GONG Hα cutout) at the best-match time in a
selection that is diagnostically ordered bottom-to-top or cool-to-
hot in naïve interpretation. For each SDO image the greyscaling
is defined by the entire 15-min downloaded sequence to have
common greyscales per diagnostic for the ROI cutouts in figures
28–45. The axes specify standard solar (X,Y) coordinates with
the origin at sub-Earth disk center, Y pointing to the solar North
pole, in arcsec6.
IDL showex inspection with zoom-in and blinking is the best
method for detailed comparison of these image sequences; the
reader may do so by installing my pipeline, duplicate the above
sdo_getdata command and inspect with showex. Flipping the
below figure pages is a poor emulation; zoom-in to detail is em-
ulated as poorly in the ROI cutout assemblies in figures 28–45.
Unfortunately, the SolO image cannot be blinked at the pixel
level to the SDO ones due to the considerable morphing by dif-
ferent and varying foreshortening. This also inhibits scatter cor-
relations with Strous diagrams defined in Section 2 (pdf 2)7 of
Rutten et al. (2019) and used here in figure 55.
Visual comparison with figure 1 shows that many campfires are
also visible in the hotter AIA diagnostics, not only in AIA 171 Å
(figure 14). In AIA 193 Å (figure 15) especially in dark areas,
which makes them stand out clearer.
5 The SolO/HRI pixels are 0.5 arcsec just as for SDO/MDI but twice smaller in
km on the Sun at 0.5 AU distance. I could not add (X,Y) axes to figure 1 because
I do not know the sub-SolO XCEN and YCEN pointing values nor the precise
pixel size and image orientation. The derotation applied here is a visual estimate.
6 Here called “SDO arcsec” for viewing from Earth.
7 Direct pdf page links as this one open the cited page on your screen with all
pdf viewers I know – but not under macOS (due to Jobs–Adobe conflicts?). Mac
users are instead shunted to the first page and must then manually find the cited
page. For the Mac-challenged I add the pdf page number in these links
The upshot is that SolO was not required for noticing these small
flames, although it does show them better. The gratifying good
news is that the EUI HRI 174 Å telescope functions well.8
The SolO image appears to be severely clipped at the brightest
levels. I therefore made the histograms in figure 16. The SolO
histogram shows no sign of clipping but an extended highest-
brightness tail not present in the AIA 171 Å histogram. I there-
fore added “cooler” and “hotter” AIA 131 and 193 Å histograms.
The latter shows a similar tail, suggesting either nonlinear re-
sponse in the SolO image or that its 174 Å bandpass includes
hotter contributions than AIA’s 171 Å bandpass. The visibility
of many SolO campfires in figure 15 suggests the latter.
5. Campfires in other SDO scenes
Obviously the next question is whether the area imaged by
SolO was somehow special in uniquely harboring campfires not
visible anytime before or anywhere else. I therefore repeated
sdo_getdata_rr sequence collection and processing for the
best-match time but at sign-reversed X and/or Y to sample all
four disk quadrants likewise, and also for the same (X,Y) at the
same date and time in the past three years. Figures 17–22 show
the 193 Å results, selecting this wavelength because it shows the
SolO campfires clearest in figures 7–15.
Some of these samples contained active areas but elsewhere in
quiet areas they all display similar tiny campfires at roughly sim-
ilar (scarce) density as in figure 1.
Thus, campfires are nothing new on the Sun apart from imaged
sharper with SolO (also sharper than with TRACE).
In contrast, the ten-year full-disk high-cadence SDO database
potentially furnishes an immensely rich harvest of campfires, in-
cluding appearance in other diagnostics and scene evolution be-
fore and after, as sampled in the ROI figures below. Figure 49
suggests an easy way to find them.
Then, my next question was whether these campfires are a global
quiet-Sun phenomenon or activity-dependent and restricted to
the activity belts. I therefore repeated sdo_getdata_rr se-
quence collection and processing for similar North-pole and
South-pole target areas during the maximum of cycle 24 and
during the subsequent present minimum. Figures 23–26 show
the 193 Å results.
These four polar images also show campfires in quiet areas, in-
cluding polar holes. The cycle-minimum images appear to show
more, but this may come from less blocking by overlying loops
etcetera. Figure 47 also suggests that my ROI selections favored
locations in dark areas in AIA 193 Å, without overlying hazy
coronal material.
6. SolO–SDO campfire cutouts
Figures 28–39 compare ROI = “region of interest” cutouts of
SolO 174 Å campfires and corresponding co-located SDO diag-
nostics. These cutouts measure 24×24 arcsec. Figure 27 shows
their locations in the SolO 174 Å image.
8 Just as the granulation and magnetic bright points in the press-released first
DKIST images show nothing not already known from e.g., SST imaging, but do
demonstrate promising telescope functioning. But also the same story – for lack
of asked-for pointing information I could not find their scene in HMI images.
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The SDO cutout panels are de-foreshortened to mitigate slanted
limbward viewing. This means that the original cutout pixels,
which sample compressed solar surface in the limb direction
with respect to transverse and at sub-SDO disk center, are in-
creased in number in the limbward direction to stretch the sur-
face they sample to the extent they would have in sub-SDO view-
ing from above.9
Since I do not know the sub-SolO (X,Y) pointing I cannot ap-
ply deforeshortening to the SolO cutout at the top of these ROI
figures. It is likely less but opposite.
The de-foreshortened SDO cutouts are ordered in time-delay
columns, respectively 5, 2 and 1 min before the best-match time
and then 1, 2, and 5 min later. These samplings emulate showex
time-sliding while blinking.
From bottom to top the diagnostic order is as for figures 7–15,
but adding the HMI continuum showing granulation at the bot-
tom and replacing AIA 1600 Å with a construct called 16001700
and based on the 1600/1700 Å ratio to display excess AIA
1600 Å brightenings.
I switched to this construct instead of my usual EBFAF detec-
tion described in appendix A when I saw the scene in the AIA
images. I would not have made my FAF suggestion if I had im-
mediately been able to inspect SDO UV images for the correct
date, time and disk location. When I finally could do so with fig-
ures 8–9 I saw no indication of any FAF whatsoever. Also no
activity whatsoever in figure 7 – whereas the A in FAF stands
for active region.
The new 16001700 construct therefore serves to note excess
1600 Å brightenings less obvious than FAFs. The brightness
range in these ratio panels is set to 1.5 − 2.5 based on inspec-
tion of EB- and FAF-rich data. The lower threshold excludes
excess 1600/1700 brightening in ordinary magnetic concentra-
tions (MC) masquerading as pseudo-EB (appendix A). The up-
per threshold does accommodate EBs and FAFs but such large
enhancements are not reached here.
A complication in the construction of these ratio panels is that
they need correction for the apparent limbward shifts of MC
brightenings. This is also detailed in appendix A.
The yellow plus signs mark the locations that I clicked manu-
ally in zoom-in showex inspection of figure 1 and in parallel of
figures 14–15, blinking the latter two to find the best match, to
select each ROI location.
The small yellow arrow to the upper right in the leftmost contin-
uum panel at the bottom shows the local limb direction. Its length
corresponds to the projection of a 3600 km tall upright structure
which I found to be the mean height of the 304 Å chromosphere.
Roughly this arrow indicates the position shift one may expect
between the surface and EUV samplings.
The axis scales are SDO-size arcsec for both, corresponding to
441.4 km on the Sun. For the SolO cutout they refer to the cen-
ter of the full image. For the SDO cutouts the arcseconds are
“stretched” by de-foreshortening but the cutout centers are non-
stretched sub-SDO (X,Y) values.
Per diagnostic the greyscale of each cutout is set by bytescal-
ing the whole-field sequence, making brightenings comparable
between different ROI figures.
9 This does not mean obtaining the actual view from above because the pro-
jection and blocking inherent in slanted viewing necessarily remain. Remapping
cannot repair that the Sun is spherical while our solar disk appears flat.
My inspections of these assemblies were unusual for me because
in all my SDO–STX (usually SST but also DST and IRIS) co-
alignments I have always searched for bottom-up cause-effect
order. My searches concerned happenings in the photosphere or
chromosphere that would or did not cause hotter and higher EUV
response.
The SolO campfires are dense and hot features of which the
cause is the issue here – but the disturbance causing them may
also come from above, as in the blobby coronal rain of Antolin
et al. (2012) and flocculent flows of Vissers & Rouppe van der
Voort (2012). The assembly rows are ordered top down from
AIA 193 Å to the HMI continuum, but so comparisons should
be made in both directions. At least the arrow of time from left
to right should be unique.
Let me comment on these ROI figures one-by-one:
ROI-1. This is the arrow-marked campfire in the annotated ver-
sion of the high-resolution image in the SolO press release. I
think that (as usual) the selection was not a “typical” (= aver-
age) example but rather the nicest.
The SolO cutout on top shows an upward arc that is not present at
the same time in AIA 171 Å while weakly present in AIA 193 Å
and seen best in AIA 304 Å where it stays a few minutes.
The four AIA EUVs are all also bright at ∆t =−5 min and then
re-brighten during two minutes from ∆t=−1 min, suggesting re-
currence. Inspection with showex indeed showed larger previous
brightening, maximal 7 min before the SolO moment.
There is a bipolar MC pair at the surface with significant excess
brightening in AIA 1700 Å and also momentary 1600 Å excess
brightening in the 16001700 construct that peaks at ∆t=−2 min
and then decays.
The granules in the bottom row are as uninteresting as always. I
hoped to see vorticity around the campfire site but don’t see this.
There may be granular convergence at the yellow cross but this
is hard to tell at HMI image quality.
Top-down or bottom-up?
The MC pair at the exact location (account for the projection
arrow in the first bottom panel), its brightening in 1700 Å and its
larger-than-usual excess brightening in 1600 Å suggest bottom-
up with the MCs as agent.
However, the 16001700 brightening is weaker than EBs which
do not make it to hot AIA wavelengths, and if they did one
would not expect the precise co-spatiality of the bright grain in
171 Å and 193 Å seen here. FAFs do show effects in these high-
temperature diagnostics but as distant expanding arcs (Vissers
et al. 2015).
Top-down supposedly means for such a small disturbance propa-
gating down that it follows field lines and so naturally ends up in
a surface MC since all field lines are footed in such. The earlier
1600 and 1700 brightenings may then follow from a similar ear-
lier disturbance dropping from above. Indeed, in showex they
show the 7-min earlier brightening too, reaching maximum at
small (about 12 s) delay.10
The AIA 304 Å row inspired me to add appendix B. The camp-
fire feature is most extended and complex here, and there are
larger fuzzy patches around it. In both bottom-up and top-down
10 Showex can also plot timelines per pixel. The AIA UV exposures sampled
at 24 s cadence are interpolated with all others to the 12-s 171 Å timings in my
pipeline. All samplings along columns are synchronous.
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scenarios one would expect it to show up between the UVs and
the hotter EUVs in size and appearance. The simultaneous vis-
ibility of the arc in the SolO image and in 304 Å might then
suggest that SolO includes a cooler line in its 174 Å passband.
However, to me the fuzzy long-lived AIA 304 Å appearance sug-
gests non-E formation as described in appendix B. Its presence
may be from EUV photoionization from above with recombina-
tion retardance extending its visibility duration.
ROI-2. Not a single flame but a more complex multi-feature
campfire in the SolO cutout at the top. AIA 193 Å mimics it best.
Its continuous presence and the presence of bipolar network on
the surface suggest that this is a small bottom-up feature of the
type I call “bushfire” in the next section. The agent causing it
happened before these sequences.
ROI-3. Weak brightening at the center of a fuzzy diabolo-
shaped feature. Both are clearest in the SolO cutout. Nothing in
the 16001700 panel, weak monopolar MCs on the surface. The
304 Å scenes again suggest hot irradiation from above.
ROI-4. Rather like a weak version of ROI-1 but without precur-
sor. A nearby MC on the surface surrounded by weak opposite-
polarity MCs. Again the feature is most extended and fuzzy in
304 Å.
ROI-5. Similar to ROI-4. Brightest in AIA 131 Å at just the SolO
moment.
ROI-6. Similar again but embedded in a longer rather persistent
feature .
ROI-7. Local brightening in the SolO cutout but not standing
out in any SDO panel. Perhaps foreshortening blocking by the
fuzzy surroundings best seen in the 304 Å panel.
ROI-8. Present in the SDO EUV panels, also earlier, then fad-
ing. Again 304 Å shows the most extended surroundings. The
16001700 panel has an excess feature but dislocated.
ROI-9. Already present at the start, with some bipolar field on
the surface. Perhaps a small bushfire.
ROI-10. Weak but also persistent from the start, with some bipo-
lar MCs on the surface.
ROI-11. Truly a SolO campfire because there is nothing in any
AIA diagnostic. AIA 171 Å shows weak streaking in the same
direction, that’s all. The bright SolO streak may be blocked by
foreground opacity in the slanted AIA viewing through the gas
above the large bushfire of ROI-D.
ROI-12. Local brightening in a small bushfire.
7. SolO–SDO bushfire cutouts
In this section I add similar cutout figures for some of the larger
bright patches in figure 1.
I selected five called ROI-A – ROI-E. Their locations and the
corresponding ROI cutouts in the SolO 174 Å image are shown
in Figure 40. These cutouts measure 36×36 arcsec2.
Figures 41–45 again show a selection of SDO diagnostics. The
column timings are now respectively 9, 6, and 3 min before the
best-match time in the final column.
All five EUV-bright patches remain more or less the same dur-
ing these nine minutes, so that discussing their origin is literally
beyond this study: for each it took place before my downloaded
SDO sequences.
However, all five sit above locations with somewhat enhanced
bipolar network. Figures 46–49 show the HMI magnetogram of
figure 7 and various EUV diagnostics with all ROI boxes super-
imposed. Blinking shows that also all other bright EUV patches
of bushfire size sit above similar bipolar network concentrations,
whereas campfires, as SolO prototype number 1, can be at qui-
eter monopolar locations.
It therefore seems likely that the bushfires are all bottom-up
cases resulting from magnetodynamic opposite-polarity interac-
tions on the surface. Whether these are reconnection that may
be diagnosed by cancelation, vorticity that may be diagnosed by
swirling, Alvénic wave heating that may be diagnosed by prop-
agation is also beyond this study.
8. Discussion
Campfire nature
By definition the SolO campfires are “EUV bursts” or “SolO
bursts”.
I have not checked the extensive SDO literature on coronal X-ray
bright points11 as to whether these little SolO critters have earlier
been noted, described, analyzed. This may well be the case since
I found them also in the SDO images and archive. Perhaps they
were just too small and inconsequential to excite interest.
They are not EBs or QSEBs: no activity, no excess 1600 Å
brightenings, and these types of burst do not get EUV-hot any-
how.
They are not FAFs: no activity, no excess 1600 Å brightenings.
They are not spicule-II tips at the end of network RREs or RBEs:
far too scarce and not emanating from network.
What else as bottom-up disturbance candidate?
Granular vortices (swirls, tornadoes, cyclones; e.g., Attie et al.
2009, Bonet et al. 2010, Vargas Domínguez et al. 2011,
Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012) may do since their surface density
seems similar to campfires (Vargas Domínguez et al. 2011), but
Figure 3 (pdf 5) of Tziotziou et al. (2018) does not show bright
EUV AIA response. I also wonder whether vorticity-excited
Alvénic waves can heat that much.
Prominence tornadoes detected in AIA 171 Å (e.g., Wedemeyer
et al. 2013, but see Panasenco et al. 2014) aren’t campfire candi-
dates since there are no filaments in figures 10 and 12.
I showex-inspected the HMI granulation around the campfires
searching for apparent vorticity in time-sliding, but the HMI-
continuum granulation seems too low in quality for such visual
detection or for reliable flow mapping and vorticity charting.
What rests are top-down candidates.
I wondered about infalling meteors and contacted AIA-infalling-
comet expert Karel Schrijver. He suggested instead CME left-
over fall-back into the Sun and sent me a dramatic AIA 193 Å
movie taken 2012-12-14 as an example. It shows very blobby
(“flocculent”) downpour back onto the lower atmosphere.
11 SolO “campfires” are surely “bright points” at lower resolution. Solar physi-
cists have a bad habit of calling unresolved features “points” – in Rutten & Uiten-
broek (1991) we went from Ca II K2V and H2V internetwork “bright point” to
“grain”; for “magnetic bright point” I use “magnetic concentration”. At least
umbral dots are not points.
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Karel suggested that SolO campfires may represent small ver-
sions of such blobby backfall splashes, and that perhaps AIA
difference movies might indicate such even at their coarse reso-
lution.
In the ROI cutouts the bushfires are most probably bottom-to-top
cases originating in bipolar field interactions on the surface. The
campfires that appear as small bushfires (unattended campfires?)
also (ROI-2, 9, 10, 12). But for the prototype ROI-1 campfire
in figure 28 and similar others (ROI 3 – 8) a small splash-down
blob seems a viable mechanism.
If so, the ROI-1 blob splashed down into a surface MC. Blinking
figure 47 against figure 46 shows that there is not a single ROI,
campfire or bushfire, without MCs underneath whereas there is
much more non-magnetic grey internetwork area to splash down
in. But if impacting blobs remain charged they follow field lines
to roots on the surface.
Campfire heating
Traditionally I should end by discussing solar atmosphere heat-
ing – but I prefer to refrain from the usual claim that “this [our]
new [never seen before, for the first time ever, game-changing]
phenomenon provides sufficient energy to heat the corona [and
drive the solar wind]”.
The campfires certainly are heated atmosphere in themselves,
but the sequence of AIA images in figures 12–15 show no ob-
vious effect on their surroundings. In cutout figures 28–39 AIA
304 Å suggests wider spreading but I attribute that to EUV irra-
diation from above (appendix B).
The chromosphere around network in this quiet-Sun area is con-
siderably heated everywhere to traditional “transition-region”
temperatures that also cause dark Hα canopies (appendix B),
probably mostly by spicules-II.
The bushfires show heated corona above them caused by mi-
nor bipolar MC interactions on the surface (minor because there
are no EBs or FAFs in the UV sequences). Whether the vaguer
diffuse coronal connection patterns in figures 14 and 15 were
made by previous bushfires alone or also by other agents, per-
haps including campfires, cannot be addressed with these short
sequences.
The coronal connection patterns, especially the smaller arch bun-
dles in the AIA 193 Å image in figure 15 and the other samples
in figures 17–26, appear somewhat akin to the smaller and lower-
temperature MC-connecting fibrils in the bipolar active-network
Bifrost simulation reported in e.g., Leenaarts et al. (2012) and
made public by Carlsson et al. (2016). The Bifrost boxes so
far remain too small to accommodate multiple supergranula-
tion cells. I wonder whether their small-scale similarity to larger
coronal connectivity patterns above such quiet network with
only dispersed pockets of minor bipolar MC activity is mainly
a matter of scale.
Campfire prospects
IRIS PI Bart De Pontieu and the SST’s Peter Sütterlin informed
me that on May 30 there was no coordinated co-targeting with
SolO.
I hope there will be in future, but the SolO orbit movie unfor-
tunately suggests that in the upcoming SolO perihelia the mis-
sion will be between 70 and 110 degrees in advance or behind
the Earth in ecliptic projection, so that co-pointing Earth-based
and near-Earth telescopes will suffer severe foreshortening offset
from the SolO target scenes (if not on our solar backside).
The best time for co-observation seems around 2022-03-15 when
SolO first crosses Mercury’s orbit with Earth only about 10 de-
grees behind in solar-center direction.12
Naturally the major recommendation from this study is to not
await further SolO campfire observations but to study them in
the SDO database. SDO fire detection as in figure 49 may serve
to identify them.
9. Conclusion
If I still had access to studentships and students I would propose
as projects:
1. apply the SDO fire detector of figure 49 to the entire SDO
database to assemble campfire statistics as function of the
cycle, latitude, open/closed field geometry, etcetera;
2. do the same for bushfires in relation to larger-scale coronal
connectivity patterns;
3. use machine learning to search the SDO database for camp-
fires in AIA 171 and 193 Å following on CMEs, trying to
identify flocculent return flows from the latter;
4. search for granular vortices at campfire sites. For SolO
use simultaneous SolO/PHI granulation imaging. For SDO
use simultaneous Hinode/SOT or groundbased granulation
imaging. Expand to chromospheric vortices where chromo-
spheric diagnostics are available;
5. use Bifrost or MURaM simulations to replicate and demon-
strate the apparent limb shifts of MCs between different ul-
traviolet wavelengths, including the AIA, TRACE and IRIS
SLI ones;
6. develop a FAFDETECT algorithm and search the SDO
database for slow wind sources as in Brooks et al. (2015);
7. use machine learning to search the SDO database for re-
tarded correlation of AIA 304 Å brightenings after AIA
1600 Å brightenings, and also of AIA 304 Å brightenings af-
ter flocculent CME return flows in the hotter AIAs. Best done
with early SDO data when AIA 304 Å had higher signal-to-
noise;
8. use automation on the SDO and GONG Hα databases to se-
lect the best Hα images, de-stretch and co-align these pre-
cisely with AIA 304 Å and quantify pattern equality includ-
ing relative time delay. Better would be to find sharper joint
data sets for these two lines and use those.
A priority for myself is to expand showex with a difference-
movie option13 and hunt for small CME fallback splashes.
If a reader of this report desires to use material or techniques
presented here in a formal publication I likely will cooperate.
12 I would be particularly pleased with co-pointed SolO EUI/HRI Lyα and
He II 304 Å with SST/CHROMIS Hβ, SST/CRISP Hα and IRIS in view of ap-
pendix B, but this is early in the year for best seeing on La Palma. Maybe DKIST
is in full operation by then.
13 For years already in my to-do list at the top of movex.pro.
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Appendix A: AIA 1600 and 1700 Å comparison
My initial suspicion from watching the press conference was that
SolO campfires might be FAFs. I therefore elaborate on these
here. The way to find them is by comparing AIA 1600 Å images
to 1700 Å images which is also a good way to find EBs beyond
the blue wing of Hα. Comparing these UV images brings intri-
cacies also detailed here.
I start this explanation with EBs because ultraviolet EB and FAF
detections are coupled, although it was evident already during
the press conference that campfires are not EBs or QSEBs be-
cause neither type of low-atmosphere reconnection reaches EUV
visibility.
EBs and FAFs
EBs were discovered and defined by Ellerman (1917) as sud-
den small brightenings in active regions in the outer wings of
the Balmer lines. By now it is well-established that EBs mark
strong-field reconnection in the low photosphere that does not
break through the overlying chromospheric canopy of Hα fib-
rils. “Strong field” means kilogauss “fluxtube” magnetic con-
centrations (MC) in the Spruit (1977) sense, but they don’t have
to cancel completely, only partially, which means that in coarse
SDO/HMI magnetograms one does not observe bipolar feature
pairs vanishing against each other at EB sites. At higher resolu-
tion, as from the SST in the third row of figure 4 (pdf 6) of Rutten
et al. (2013) as compared to the fourth HMI row there, one does
see partial vanishing. I believe that EB cancelations have not yet
been studied at the so-far highest resolution and magnetic sensi-
tivity (both needed) of Hinode’s SOT/SP.14
EBs are observed per Ellerman definition in the outer wings of
the Balmer lines and also in Ca II H & K, but not in the Na I D
and Mg I b lines (Ellerman 1917, Rutten et al. 2015).
A decisive characteristic is bright-flame appearance when ob-
served towards the limb (Watanabe et al. 2011).
They also stand out in AIA 1700 and yet more in 1600 Å images
through metal ionization leaving only the Balmer continuum and
Rayleigh scattering as opacity agents (Rutten 2016).
The best way to spot potential magnetic cancelations at EB sites
with SDO is not searching in HMI magnetograms but detecting
fast convergence of magnetic bright points that mark MCs in
AIA 1700 Å.
Rouppe van der Voort et al. (2016) reported QSEBs = “quiet-
Sun Ellerman-like brightenings”. These are similar partial MC
reconnections but in quiet network away from active regions.
Danilovic (2017) simulated them with MURaM; Joshi et al.
(2020) found more and more detail with Hβ images from
SST/CHROMIS, twice sharper than SST/CRISP Hα (like SolO
over SDO).
Neither EBs nor QSEBs are of interest here because their recon-
nective heating doesn’t reach EUV-line temperatures. Their role
here is their AIA UV detectability.
FAFs are also easily identified through enhanced brightness in
the ultraviolet continua sampled by SDO. In contrast to EBs
they are less round, move fast along filamentary tracks, and ap-
14 EB naming: Ellerman (1917) called them “hydrogen bombs”. “Ellerman
bombs” came from McMath et al. (1960) but I now prefer “bursts” since the
b-word cost me a laptop.
pear more enhanced in 1600 Å, presumably from C IV contribu-
tions.15
They start as similar photospheric partial MC reconnection
events, but their reconnection proceeds upwards to above the Hα
canopy, as emulated in numerical MHD simulations by Hansteen
et al. (2017). They may leave signatures in the hotter AIA EUV
diagnostics but these appear as rapidly expanding arcs (perhaps
shells) that are hard to detect (Vissers et al. 2015).
EBFAF movies
I started on EBFAF detection while reviewing the EB literature
for Rutten et al. (2013). I found that many older publications
erroneously addressed ordinary MCs as EBs although Ellerman
(1917) warned against this – we then called these “pseudo-EBs”.
I then wrote sdo_makeeblocmovie.pro which produces
EBFAF movies comparing AIA 1600 to 1700 Å. I experimented
with subtraction, division and multiplication of the two after nor-
malizing each to its mean, and settled on multiplication. In the
1600×1700 panels of these movies EBs stand out dramatically
by being very bright while roundish and stationary during a few
minutes; FAFs are as bright or yet brighter but have more linear
shape and move very fast along filamentary paths.
Triggered by EB-manuscript referee requests I then got some
years into the habit of checking any new EB publication by
producing and inspecting corresponding SDO EBFAF movies,
including Nelson et al. (2013a), Vissers et al. (2013), Bello
González et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2013), Nelson et al. (2013b),
Hong et al. (2014), Peter et al. (2014), Nelson et al. (2015), Vis-
sers et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2015), Rezaei & Beck (2015) and
more that I don’t remember. I showed these at various meetings.
The worst identified over 3000 EBs “radiating enough excess
energy to heat the corona” – but they were all ordinary MCs,
pseudo-EBs, that do not obtain excess brightness from heating
and anyhow radiate that away. The best was where my SDO in-
spections reversed the conclusion of the manuscript.
EBDETECT
Vissers et al. (2019) perfected EB finding in AIA UV images
combining ten SST–SDO data sets for evaluating different op-
tions. The resulting EBDETECT program uses AIA 1700 Å to
avoid FAFs and finds most of the stronger Hα EBs by setting
a severe brightness threshold (over 5σ above mean) as well as
lifetime and size requirements.
With this recipe the entire SDO database is accessible to study
the occurrence of strong EBs, whereas all EB studies before were
limited to small fields sampled briefly in Hα with groundbased
telescopes.
15 FAF naming: problematic. In Rutten et al. (2013) we noted them as “small
flaring arch filaments and microflares”, I think following a report by Brigitte
Schmieder – but I don’t remember which and she has too many non-open-access
for easy search. Pariat et al. (2009) noted them in 1600 Å images from TRACE,
called them “transient loops”. and reported them as a new phenomenon – but
probably Ca II K “microflares” (e.g., Shimizu et al. 2002) described similar out-
bursts. We used FAF = “flaring arch filament” in Vissers et al. (2015) but in
Rutten (2016) I proposed “flaring active-region fibril” to avoid confusion with
the larger and stabler structures making up “arch filament systems” in emerging
and flaring active regions.
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FAFDETECT
Vissers et al. (2019) did not develop an analogous FAFDETECT
program, but it would be a similar effort and similarly contain a
severe brightness threshold but then require elongated shape and
fast motion along filament-shaped tracks.
I suspect it would be worthwhile to let also such a detector loose
on the SDO database. For example, when this slow-wind source
map (pdf 26) was published by Brooks et al. (2015) I made cor-
responding preceding EBFAF movies and thought to see that the
wind-producing active regions were also the richest in FAFs, i.e.,
in having canopy-piercing reconnection events.
AIA 1600/1700 with limbshift correction
Inspection of figures 9 and 8 (or rather the corresponding
cube files using showex) showed immediately that running
sdo_makeeblocmovie or EBDETECT makes no sense for this
quiet area.
Nevertheless, I wanted some indication of excess AIA 1600 Å
brightening over 1700 Å brightening while lower than for EB or
FAF localizing. Renewed experimentation brought me to divi-
sion instead of multiplication.
A complication arose for such weaker excess detection: the ap-
parent limbward shifts of MCs in AIA 1600 versus 1700 Å. It is
immediately obvious per showex when zooming in to near-limb
areas, showing displacements up to half an AIA 0.6 arcsec pixel.
Figure 50 displays them as shift vector chart. Such figures are
an optional byproduct of my SDO cross-alignment pipeline for
many years already, but I have not published any.
Figure 51, also a regular product, shows that these apparent shifts
increase linearly limbward and that radial components dominate
them.
In figure 52 each subfield “tile” (similar to those in which the
pipeline splits the disk-center JSOC cutouts for SDO cross-
alignments) has been shifted back with radial counter-shift in-
creasing to 220 km at the limb before cross-correlation. The
vectors in this residual shift chart are much smaller but show
large-scale patterns. I then made such residue charts for the first
minute of every month of the 10 full SDO years so far and found
to my surprise that this pattern is roughly the same on all. I don’t
know whether it comes from errors in my programs or from fixed
small-scale imaging difference between the two bands, but the
amplitudes are only of order 0.1 px (∼ 40 km) and negligible in
my cross-alignment averaging over many tiles.
Since last year apparent limbshift corrections as these are applied
in my SDO cross-alignment pipeline; they improved it. In partic-
ular, they enabled using AIA 304 Å versus HMI magnetograms
as “anchor” pair to couple the EUV channels directly to HMI,
bypassing the UV channels I used before in an intermediate step.
This gives better driftscenter results because magnetograms
sample a thinner atmospheric layer and so suffer less from such
apparent shifts and from blocking by foreshortening. The result
for the present SDO download is shown in figure 53.
MCs in AIA 1600 and 1700 Å
I conclude this UV appendix by discussing the reason for the ap-
parent 1600 versus 1700 Å limbward shifts in MC brightenings.
Plane-parallel colleagues attribute these to larger opacity at
1600 Å due to increased Si I photoionization, and possibly larger
C IV contributions. The latter cause is excluded because the tile
chart in figure 51 is regular and does not reflect EUV brightness
patterns. Only near and at the limb do I note sight-line integrated
C IV contributions.
Higher 1600 Å formation is correct for gas as in the plane-
parallel VALIIIC solar analogon star of Vernazza et al. (1981)
and indeed evidenced in these panels of their marvelous Fig. 36
(pdf 39). However, in non-plane-parallel reality it is due to
smaller opacity resulting in more apparent MC transparency.
Figure 54 and its caption explain this.
For continuum and G-band bright points the brightening has
been reproduced with numerical simulations in Keller et al.
(2004), Carlsson et al. (2004), Steiner (2005) and Vitas et al.
(2009). The dark limbward MC foot was emphasized by Steiner
(2005) and is clearly observed near the limb in AIA 1600–
1700 Å zoom-in showex blinking. Together with the growth of
the bright stalk sampling the granule behind these combined
morphology changes explain the apparent limbward shifts in fig-
ure 50.
Such MURaM and Bifrost simulations might easily be extended
to 1600 Å versus 1700 Å formation comparison, relatively easy
because non-E and ion-neutral separation play no role so deep in
the atmosphere. The hardest part is accounting for the non-LTE
ultraviolet line haze (Rutten 2019).
Appendix B: AIA 304 Å and GONG Hα comparison
Chromosphere in Hα and He II 304 Å
Figures 11 and 1216 show coarsely similar scenes in greyscale-
reversed Hα and He II 304 Å. Figure 55 demonstrates this simi-
larity statistically.
One would expect that observing some atmospheric domain or
structure in the one line would exclude observing the same in the
other line, since H I should be fully ionized where He I is ionized
at its twice larger ionization threshold.
Indeed in plane-parallel standard models Hα samples the middle
chromosphere17, whereas He II 304 Å samples the much hotter
“transition region” in these models. Observed pattern similarities
would then imply that these discordant lines vary jointly in map-
ping local opacity/emissivity ≈ density variations that jointly af-
fect the chromosphere and overlying transition region.
I think that this is seriously misleading oversimplification. To me
the reversed Hα and 304 Å scenes look remarkably similar.18 I
16 I co-aligned these with findalignimages.pro which is my engine for
SDO–STX co-alignments. It uses iterative best-fit determination of relative
scales, shifts and rotation with Tom Metcalf’s auto_align_images.pro in
SSW. In this case the trick was to blur both images considerably. When blinking
these figures the scenes appear to jump, but detailed showex inspection shows
that the alignment is close.
17 Actually the so-called “chromosphere” with temperatures around 7000 K in
models as VALIIIC of Vernazza et al. (1981), FALC of Fontenla et al. (1993)
and ALC7 of Avrett & Loeser (2008) is wrongly named. It is primarily defined
by fitting apparent ultraviolet brightness temperature maxima reached in clapoti-
spheric shocks (Carlsson & Stein 1994, 1995) because linearly attributing mean
brightness intensity to mean temperature doesn’t hold in the Wien part of the
spectrum. These shocks sit under the Hα fibril canopies that are on-disk Balmer-
line counterpart to Lockyer’s (1868) off-limb Balmer-bright ring.
18 This first struck me when watching the marvelous AIA video wall at LM-
SAL with Marc DeRosa in 2011. All other EUVs showed the corona in various
disguises but this diagnostic showed the chromosphere more or less as Hα does
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pose that both lines show the “chromosphere” defined by Lock-
yer (1868) as what one sees in Balmer lines.
My suggestion is that assuming statistical equilibrium (SE) as
is done in all NLTE modeling and coronal-equilibrium (and
DEM) modeling is badly wrong for Hα and possibly wrong for
He II 304 Å in situations where previously heated gas cools and
recombines – and I suggest that this occurs always and every-
where in, along, and above the chromospheric canopies cover-
ing the clapotisphere. The latter is already shockingly dynamic
as proven by Carlsson & Stein (1997) and even its low-altitude
post-shock-cooling internetwork gas gets very far out of SE for
hydrogen (Leenaarts et al. 2007).
Thus, I see the chromosphere around quiet network, i.e., the Hα
fibril canopies extending over clapotispheric internetwork that
figure so prominently in any Hα filtergram away from active re-
gions, as a domain that is continually pervaded and renewed by
“propagating heating events” (PHE), far from static or statisti-
cal equilibria; a domain in which most dark Hα features result
from opacity boosting in dynamic events with hot onsets (Rut-
ten 2016, 2017b, 2017a; Rutten & Rouppe van der Voort 2017,
Rutten et al. 2019).
A corollary of dynamic Hα opacity boosting is that Hα fibril
canopies should also be opaque at the ALMA wavelengths and
hide the clapotisphere from its solar view (Rutten 2017b), in
contrast to earlier SE-based predictions. My prediction is get-
ting confirmed (Molnar et al. 2019, Silva da Santos et al. 2020,
Chintzoglou et al. 2020) and simulated (Martínez-Sykora et al.
2020a), implying indirect confirmation of the dynamic nature of
the chromosphere.
Dark in Hα versus bright in He II 304 Å
The Hα greyscale reversal that helps to obtain pattern match with
He II 304 Å between figures 11 and 12 (quantified in figure 55)
also supports my view. With static and statistic equilibria it is
hard to explain that dark in the one should correspond to bright
in the other as these figures show.
Hα is a heavily scattering line in which fibrils that are optically
thick become dark from the Avrett (1965)
√
ε scattering law,
lowering their line source function towards the feature surface
(see Section 4.3 (pdf 112) of Rutten 2003 or the summary in
Section 3 (pdf 7) of Rutten 2019). Cool-after-hot non-E opacity
enhancement darkens these Hα features considerably. Such en-
hancements reached even factors 1012 for Hα in cool-down after
internetwork shocks in the simulation of Leenaarts et al. (2007),
shown in the last panel of this movie of their Fig. 1.
On the contrary, most hot coronal features are optically thin or
at least effectively thin in the AIA EUV diagnostics; the greyish
He II 304 Å patches in figure 12 likely also. Then one doesn’t
talk source function but just emissivity. In lines the first is set by
the ratio of upper and lower level populations, the second by the
upper-level population alone (equations 2.71 and 2.69 (pdf 28)
of Rutten 2003). Avrett
√
ε darkening requires feature thickness
beyond thermalization lengths.
with its extended fibril canopies, itself unique in chromosphere rendering in the
visible (bar Hβ). The splendid view there inspired my work since. I concentrated
on Hα and some Lyα, but it is time for He I 10830, He I D3, He II 304 Å – while
lacking observations in He I 584. I am happy that SolO EUI has a HRI Lyα
telescope.
Non-E fibril canopies in Hα and He II 304 Å
For Hα Rutten et al. (2019) have shown that many dark fib-
rils constituting dense canopies around network are made by
spicules-II appearing as Hα-wing RBEs and RREs on the disk.
The latter are not detected in GONG wide-band images, but their
products show up as unresolved grey patches in reversed fig-
ure 11. The dark fibrils follow a few minutes after the spicule-II
heating jets, as cooling backflow gas maintaining the large Hα
opacity gotten in the hot onset through non-E retardation during
subsequent minutes. Their opacities then decline gradually but
their opacity excess over actual-temperature SE estimation (non-
LTE population departure coefficient b2 of Hα’s lower level) in-
creases rapidly. Even if these fibrils cool enough to show strong
CO lines they can still be prominently opaque and dark in Hα.
The physical reason for non-E Hα retardation is the 10-eV size
of the Lyα jump inhibiting collisional settling (Carlsson & Stein
2002). For He II 304 Å the underlying He I jump from n =1 to
n=2 is twice larger and may cause similar non-E retardation for
the He I top and ion populations in cooling after heating.
In the prototype example of a heating jet with a cooling Hα con-
trail of Rutten & Rouppe van der Voort (2017) the heating-jet
brightness in the AIA 304 Å column of their Figure 2 (pdf 3)
lingers when the Hα-wing RBE is over and the very dark retract-
ing Hα-core contrail takes its place. When in the bottom row the
Hα contrail is gone 304 Å appears dark along its track.
For Hα we know from higher-resolution observing that the grey
patches in figure 11 are dark fibril-canopies around network –
which I attribute to ubiquitous previous heating. The fact that
He II 304 Å similarly shows greyish blobs around surface net-
work with coarse pattern correspondence to Hα may mean only
that the Hα scene effectively portrays (previous) He II tempera-
tures, but it is also possible that also He II 304 Å itself lingers in
gas that would already be too cool to show it per SE estimation.
In that case both Hα and He II 304 Å live above their station.
Of course they cannot match precisely. In propagating heating
events such as spicules-II seen on the disk bright He II 304 will
extend further than the dark RBEs and RREs in the outer Hα
wings (not seen with GONG), beyond where hydrogen ionizes.
In the subsequent return phases bright He II 304 Å features likely
sample hotter parts of cool-down recombination tracks also ear-
lier and further from network than dark Hα fibrils.
Blinking figures 11 and 12 indeed suggests, even at their low
resolution and large noise, that the grey 304 Å patches gener-
ally extend well beyond the grey reversed-Hα patches. Also,
per showex19 zoom-in many reversed-Hα patches show bright
grains at their centers, i.e., darkest fibrils. The Hα blurring ap-
plied in figure 55 increased the overall anticorrelation shown
there.
Showex timesliding of the AIA 304 Å sequence shows that the
304 Å grey-patch patterns are stable over 15 min, with rapid
small-scale fluctuations (making me use the temporal mean in
figure 55). The rapid recurrence of on-disk spicules-II found by
Sekse et al. (2013a) and Rutten et al. (2019) indeed suggests
continual maintenance of heating-around-network patterns.
19 Blinker showex also accepts figure files; I run it also from the command line
piping to IDL with a script shown in my pipeline manual.
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Chromosphere in AIA 131 Å
The next EUV diagnostic is AIA 131 Å in figure 13. Blinking
against 304 Å in figure 12 shows remarkable similarity for the
grey patches, quantified in the righthand Strous diagram in fig-
ure 55. These patches should be dominated by Fe VIII emissivity
in this passband.
Figure 6 (pdf 7) of Rutten & Rouppe van der Voort (2017) shows
that the characteristic coronal-equilibrium (CE) formation tem-
peratures for Hα, He II 304 Å and Fe VIII 131Å are about 12, 50
and 400 kK, respectively, while for LTE Saha-Boltzmann (SB)
equilibrium (at chromospheric density) they are about 8, 16 and
56 kK, respectively.
The actual values must lie between these extremes, with CE
gaining validity over SB for increasing temperature and decreas-
ing density, but in any case the ranges are enormous – whereas
all three lines visibly conform in rendering the chromosphere,
the last two lines the closest but Hα coarsely also. This suggests
overlap.
Chromosphere around quiet network
In summary: I suggest that the rough similarity of the greyish
scenes in Hα (figure 11) and in He II 304 Å (figure 12) is because
both lines sample essentially the same highly dynamic chromo-
sphere around network, also seen in Fe VIII 131 Å (figure 13).
I conclude that the dynamic chromosphere around quiet network
cannot be characterized by a single temperature, certainly not the
SE equilibrium temperature for Hα in a standard model. Every-
where around network PHE’s continually heat gas which then
mostly flows back while cooling. The most likely agents are
spicules-II observed as RBEs and RREs in Hα. These dynamic
agents and their products constitute the grey patches making up
most of the scenes in figures 11–13 and seen best in figure 49.
The earlier Bifrost simulations of Hα fibrils (Leenaarts et al.
2012, Leenaarts et al. 2015) and accompanying ALMA scenes
(Loukitcheva et al. 20150 lacked spicules-II and their fibrilar
aftermaths around network, but recent addition of non-E retar-
dation as well as ion-neutral ambipolar separation yields better
numerical analogs (Martínez-Sykora et al. 2020b, Chintzoglou
et al. 2020).
I expect that these will confirm that generally Hα lives furthest
above its station, in the form of dark cooling but non-E recom-
bining fibrils producing opaque canopies around network that
chart remembrance of much hotter things past. Lockyer (1868)
named the chromosphere after the dark horse (helium his white
one?).
Chromosphere above active network
In contrast to the above, Hα figure 11 differs markedly from
the subsequent EUV images in that AIA 304 Å already shows
the bright bushfires just as the hotter EUV diagnostics do: when
blinking figure 12 with figures 13–15 these are remarkably co-
spatial – but GONG Hα does not show them, also not in non-
reversed figure 10.
I attribute this difference to difference in the way that irradiation
governs ionization. Hydrogen is mainly ionized by photoioniza-
tion in the Balmer continuum from the deep photosphere, a very
bland irradiator from below because the granulation pattern gets
erased in 3D scattering through the upper photosphere (Rutten
& Uitenbroek 2012, Leenaarts et al. 2012).
In very hot instances collisional ionization takes over, but else-
where the degree of hydrogen ionization is set by the n=2 pop-
ulation controlled by Lyα, with Balmer continuum NLTE as in-
stantaneous SE-obeying modifier. It is the retarded settling of
Lyα that governs retarded non-E hydrogen recombination usu-
ally called “non-E ionization”. Where Hα lives far above its sta-
tion from slow Lyα settling, so does H I ionization and with it
the H I free-free continuum dominating the ALMA mm pass-
bands (Figure 1 (pdf 4) of Rutten 2017b).
In contrast, He I ionization also senses irradiation from above,
making coronal holes visible in He I 10830 Å and He II 304 Å.
The good bushfire correspondence therefore does not necessarily
imply that heating passed through a 304 Å “transition region” on
its way up to the corona. It may simply result from downward
EUV irradiation ionizing He I and exciting He II 304 Å.
When such EUV irradiance patches ionize He I in cooling gas
with slow He I n=1−2 settling to the Boltzmann ratio the result-
ing He II 304 Å emissivities may also maintain non-E-retarded
memorial boosting.
In summary, brightest patches are disjoint between the two lines:
in Hα they signify local heating or low-lying transition to the
corona, in 304 Å more likely EUV irradiation from above.
He II 304 Å in the cutouts
In many ROI cutouts in figures 28–45 AIA 304 Å seems to show
presence by irradiation from above rather than from heating
coming up from below.
In SolO campfire prototype ROI-1 in figure 28 the diffuse 304 Å
brightness away from the campfire seems to reflect 193 Å bright-
ness features, perhaps with some memory. The diffuse 304 Å fea-
tures in ROI-2 and in most other ROIs also suggest hot irradia-
tion to me.
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Fig. 1. Publicly released first SolO 174 Å image, roughly rotated to solar (X,Y) as seen from SDO. It constitutes the SolO input for this report.
“Campfires” appear as tiny bright stalks; zoom-in may help to spot them. After my extended search for it this scene is burned into my brain.
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Fig. 2. HMI magnetogram at best-match time, with the selected field marked by the white frame. It contains the SolO field.
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Fig. 3. AIA 1600 Å image at best-match time.
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Fig. 4. AIA 304 Å image at best-match time.
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Fig. 5. AIA 171 Å image at best-match time.
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Fig. 6. AIA 193 Å image at best-match time.
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hmimag
Fig. 7. The SDO field at best-match time in the downloaded HMI magnetogram sequence. The greyscale is clipped at apparent flux density
BHMIapp = ±200 Mx cm−2 to enhance the visibility of the network fields occupying this quiet area. The subscript app stands for “apparent” following
Lites et al. (1999) to emphasize that while these units formally equal Gauss units the actual intrinsic field strength in the magnetic concentrations
(MC) charted here is much higher, of kilogauss amplitude. The superscript HMI specifies the apparent/intrinsic ratio as a specific instrument
property. The grey in between the black and white magnetic concentrations (MC) is just noise. The area is quiet and bipolar.
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aia1700
Fig. 8. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 1700 Å image. The greyscale shows the square root of the intensity after clipping the brightest
pixels in the 15-min sequence. The scene shows “bright points” (BP) closely corresponding to the MCs in the previous figure and roughly arranged
in quasi-cellular supergranulation-driven network patterns with greyish internetwork shock interference patterns inside. When playing the sequence
as a movie the BPs = MCs remain fairly stationary while the shock patterns move around very fast in erratic fashion. The latter are not discussed
here but were brilliantly identified by Carlsson & Stein (1997) as clapotispheric shocks with their surface patterns following p-mode interference
(Rutten 1995).
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aia1600
Fig. 9. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 1600 Å image. The greyscale shows the square root of the intensity after clipping the brightest
pixels in the 15-min sequence. The scene is very similar to the one in the 1700 Å image in figure 8 but in blinking at sufficient zoom-in the 1600 Å
BPs appear shifted limbward with different morphology. This is detailed in appendix A.
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GONG  Hα
Fig. 10. The SDO field at best-match time in a simultaneous Big Bear GONG Hα image. The cutout is bytescaled after severe clipping and limb
darkening removal.
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GONG  Hα reversed
Fig. 11. The same GONG Hα image as in figure 10 but with the greyscale reversed. This image is inserted here to facilitate blinking to the next
(AIA 304 Å). How to blink pdf pages in a pdf reader is treated in footnote 1. When you blink them the scenes appear to jump due to your eye
detecting patch size differences but they are actually well aligned. This comparison is discussed in section B.
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aia304
Fig. 12. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 304 Å image. The greyscale shows the logarithm of the intensity in rescaling with
sdo_intscale.pro and clipping the brightest pixels in the 15-min sequence. Unfortunately, the AIA 304 Å channel lost much sensitivity over the
years; initially the signal-to-noise was much better. The campfires detailed in section 6 are not very obvious but blinking against the next images
shows they are here too. The brighter patches mark bushfires (section 7) that are also seen better in the next images. Blinking back to the previous
reversed Hα image in figure 11 shows rough but remarkable overall pattern correspondences everywhere for the grainy grey chromosphere patches.
This similarity is discussed in appendix B.
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aia131
Fig. 13. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 131,Å image. The greyscale shows the logarithm of the intensity in rescaling with
sdo_intscale.pro and clipping the brightest pixels in the 15-min sequence. This image is also noisy because the scene is so quiet, but it shows
strict grey-patch correspondence to those in 304 Å when blinking against figure 12, plus more diffuse brightenings that are clearer and more
extended in the next 171 Å image. Some campfires already stand out as tiny bright features. In figure 49 this image is multiplied with the preceding
304 Å image to demonstrate feasibility of global SDO fire detection.
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aia171
Fig. 14. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 171 Å image. The greyscale shows the logarithm of the intensity in rescaling with
sdo_intscale.pro and clipping the brightest pixels in the 15-min sequence. Blinking against the 131 Å scene in figure 13 shows addition
of diffuse coronal connections. I expected this image to be the one to be compared to the SolO 174 Å image in figure 1. They cannot be blinked
directly because they differ much in foreshortening, but the target scene is indeed the same. Actually the next one suits better.
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aia193
Fig. 15. The SDO field at best-match time in the AIA 193 Å image. The greyscale shows the logarithm of the intensity in rescaling with
sdo_intscale.pro and clipping the brightest pixels in the 15-min sequence. It shows yet more hazy coronal connectivity than the 171 Å image
in preceding figure 14. The tiny campfires stand out brightly where they occur in dark areas. The larger bright patches are treated as bushfires in
section 7.
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Fig. 16. Histograms of the pixel intensities in the SolO 174 Å image and in three SDO images at the best-match time, respectively SDO 171 Å,
131 Å and 193 Å. Extended highest-brightness tails show up in all but especially in the SolO 174 Å and AIA 193 Å distributions. The latter shows
a double-hump peak; there are indeed many dark areas in figure 15.
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aia193  sdo-minx
Fig. 17. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for May 30, 2020 14:58:46 UT as in figure 15 but East at (X,Y) = (−375, 148).
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aia193  sdo-miny
Fig. 18. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for May 30, 2020 14:58:46 UT T as in figure 15 but South at (X,Y) = (375,−148).
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aia193  sdo-minx-miny
Fig. 19. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for May 30, 2020 14:58:46 UT as in figure 15 but South-East at (X,Y) = (−375,−148).
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aia193  sdo2019
Fig. 20. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for the same (X,Y) = (375, 148) arcsec location as best-match figure 15 and also on May 30 near 14:58 UT,
but in 2019.
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aia193  sdo2018
Fig. 21. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for the same (X,Y) = (375, 148) arcsec location as best-match figure 15 and also on May 30 near 14:58 UT,
but in 2018. This scene is the most active portrayed in this report. There may be campfires under the coronal loops covering the upper-left part that
remain invisible by blocking by the latter. However, showex zoom-in inspection shows none there in AIA 304 Å while half a dozen EBs show up
in AIA 1600 Å there.
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aia193  sdo2017
Fig. 22. Comparable AIA 193 Å cutout for the same (X,Y) = (375, 148) arcsec location as best-match figure 15 and also on May 30 near 14:58 UT,
but in 2017.
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aia193  sdo-np-max
Fig. 23. AIA 193 Å cutout near the solar North pole on April 1, 2014 at 00:00 UT.
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aia193  sdo-np-min
Fig. 24. AIA 193 Å cutout near the solar North pole on June 1,2019 at 00:00 UT.
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aia193  sdo-sp-max
Fig. 25. AIA 193 Å cutout near the solar South pole on April 1, 2014 at 00:00 UT.
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Fig. 26. AIA 193 Å cutout near the solar South pole on June 1,2019 at 00:00 UT.
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Fig. 27. The rotated SolO 174 Å image with superimposed ROI boxes for the campfire cutouts. ROI-1 is the campfire that was marked in the
annotated version in the press-release material. The others are eye-ball selected in top-to-bottom order, also including small bright patches with
more complex than single-flame morphology.
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Fig. 28. Cutouts for ROI-1. Format details are given in the main text.
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Fig. 29. Cutouts for ROI-2. Article number, page 41 of 65
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Fig. 30. Cutouts for ROI-3.
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Fig. 31. Cutouts for ROI-4.
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Fig. 32. Cutouts for ROI-5.
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Fig. 33. Cutouts for ROI-6.
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Fig. 34. Cutouts for ROI-7.
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Fig. 35. Cutouts for ROI-8.
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Fig. 36. Cutouts for ROI-9.
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Fig. 37. Cutouts for ROI-10.
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Fig. 38. Cutouts for ROI-11.
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Fig. 39. Cutouts for ROI-12.
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Fig. 40. The rotated SolO 174 Å image with superimposed ROI boxes for the bushfire cutouts.
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Fig. 41. Cutouts for ROI-A.
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Fig. 42. Cutouts for ROI-B.
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Fig. 43. Cutouts for ROI-C.
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Fig. 44. Cutouts for ROI-D.
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Fig. 45. Cutouts for ROI-E.
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Fig. 46. The HMI magnetogram at best-match time with superimposed ROI boxes for all campfire and bushfire cutouts.
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Fig. 47. The AIA 193 Å image at best-match time with superimposed ROI boxes for all campfire and bushfire cutouts.
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Fig. 48. The AIA 131 Å image at best-match time with superimposed ROI boxes for all campfire and bushfire cutouts. Green and blue pixels are
those within the green and blue selection boxes in the righthand Strous diagram in figure 55. Green pixels lie mostly in the bright patch in the
lower-right corner; blue pixels lie in small bright features. Blinking with the previous AIA 193 Å image shows that most are small bushfires, with
bipolar MCs on the surface (blink one more back). However, most campfires also contain blue pixels. These colored pixel selections inspired the
next figure.
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Fig. 49. SDO fire detector inspired by SDO EBFAF detection (appendix A) and by the blue pixels in the previous figure selected with the blue box
in figure 55. The scene is a construct: the best-match AIA 304 Å image of figure 12 is multiplied by its AIA 131 Å companion of figure 13 after
normalizing each by the average intensity of each sequence. Pixels exceeding product value 3 are colored cyan, chosen to convey EUV-hot fire
temperature. This pixel selection appears useful as EUV fire detector. Spatial extent and temporal duration may then discriminate between small
momentary campfires versus wider and more persistent bushfires. The grey patches everywhere else represent dynamic chromosphere around
network. It is hot since it is seen here, but it is also darkly visible in Hα (appendix B, blink with figure 11).
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Fig. 50. Vector chart of apparent shifts of features in AIA 1700 Å to their location in AIA 1600 Å, measured by cross-correlation per subfield tile
at the best-match time. The tiles are grey-scaled to their vector length. Similar radial-expansion charts result throughout the SDO database. They
represent my closest endeavor to cosmology.
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Fig. 51. Amplitudes of the shift vectors in figure 50 averaged azimuthally along circular zones. The lower curve is the zonal average for the radial
components. I attribute the final uptilt to C IV contribution in AIA 1600 Å and chose heightdiff = 220 km for sdo_muckimagepair.pro from
this graph.
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Fig. 52. Vector chart of apparent AIA 1700 to 1600 Å shifts after shift-back correction per tile using heightdiff = 220 km as limb value.
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Fig. 53. Standard driftscenter plot from the SDO cross-alignment pipeline for the present SDO download, for the AIA 304 Å versus HMI
magnetogram pair. These are made from the standard low-cadence 700×700 arcsec2 center cutouts by tiling into 30×30 arcsec2 subfields as in
figures 50 and 52 and for every time step determining spatial offsets by cross-correlation per tile pair, after appropriate image “mucking” in
sdo_muckimagepair.pro to make them appear more similar and using heightdiff correction, here with limb value 3600 km determined from
zonal tile-shift averaging as in figure 51. This represents best-fit average height of the 304 Å chromosphere and is twice its height in plane-parallel
continuum-fitting standard models. The error bars are 96% confidence limits for the next tile sample. The boxed values are outliers removed in
iterative spline fitting. The spline curves are stored and used to cross-align the actual target data. Their 1σ reliability is specified at the lower right in
pixel units. The pipeline always produces such graphs for all pairs it employs. Generally they show time-varying drifts up to a few pixels between
SDO diagnostics. These offsets improved when the AIA software engineers moved the database last year from once-per-week to every-3-hours
limb fitting used by SSW’s aia_prep.pro, but the drifts are often faster as evident here. Fixing the EUVs to HMI or UV is the hardest; currently
this 304 Å – magnetogram pair is my default anchor choice.
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Fig. 54. Top row: these ancient sketches explain brightening of ‘”filigree grains” (“magnetic bright points”) in the G-band, published as Figure 7
(pdf 8) in Rutten (1999). At left the radial view at disk center. The “fluxtube” is relatively empty because its magnetic pressure compensates part
of the outside gas pressure in magnetostatic equilibrium (Spruit 1976). Top-down one views deeper and receives larger brightness from its hotter
hole-in-the-surface walls and bottom than from the field-free gas around it (sampled higher = cooler and also from a relatively dark intergranular
lane). In the G-band the low pressure causes extra dissociation of the CH molecule causing this Fraunhofer-named dark spectrum feature. Hence
images selecting it show enhanced brightening compared to continuum wavelengths. Because this band is wide enough to accommodate 10 Å
bandpass it became very popular in photosphere observation after Muller (1984) did so first.
At right the same sketch is used to explain why MCs become bright stalks (“faculae”) towards the limb. The fluxtube foot is blocked to higher
height in the G-band by the surrounding denser gas without dissociation, but through the relatively empty fluxtube (yet emptier in G-band opacity)
one views further into the hot = bright granule behind it than without a fluxtube crossing the line of sight. The apparent stalks thus represent lack
of opacity along that.
Bottom row: the same sketch but modified to illustrate 1700–1600 Å MC brightness difference. Outside the tube the 1600 Å continuum opacity
is larger but inside it is lower because the neutral metals ionize away (they are already minority species) so that mainly the scattering Balmer
continuum and Rayleigh scattering remain. Hence at 1600 Å the MCs are deeper holes than at 1700 Å and relatively brighter in byte-scaled top-
down images (the outside scene is dominated by clapotispheric shocks that brighten less or darken). Towards the limb the MCs have higher-up
dark foot blocking at 1600 Å by the more opaque surroundings, but the view through the tube deep into the hot granule behind starts deeper down
at 1600 Å and extends further out in reaching τµ= 1 than at 1700 Å..
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Fig. 55. Strous diagrams for AIA 304 Å against GONG Hα and for AIA 131 Å against AIA 304 Å. The format and inserted numbers are explained
in Section 2 (pdf 2) of Rutten et al. (2019) with Figure 5 there (pdf 7) as relatively easy to interpret example. I make Strous diagrams with
scatcont.pro based on Alfred de Wijn’s version (the curved dashing came from Harold de Wijn).
Left: for AIA 304 Å the temporal average of the 15-min sequence is used, for Hα the non-reversed GONG image of figure 10 blurred over 30
pixels. The apparent overall correspondence of the grey patches in figures 11 and 12 is quantified as the significant downward tilt of the contour
mountain of which the extended summit corresponds to grey in the images. Without correlation the mountain would be round with perpendicular
first-moment curves. The curve of the upper end of the vertical first-moment curve suggests slight brighter than normal grey for Hα at bushfire
sites. This diagram might be improved by downloading and averaging the other GONG images taken during this SDO sequence duration, but it
seems better to perform such Hα – He II 304 Å comparisons with higher-quality data.
Right: tighter spatial correlation for most-common grey pixels in figures 12 and 13. For both sequences the temporal means are used. I was curious
about the small North-ward promontory on the North coast of this contour island. Inspection with showex, which can plot Strous diagrams live
while blinking and also offers box-selection with image pixel coloring, made me add the green and blue selection boxes. Their pixels are colored
correspondingly in figure 48. These inspired the multiplicative SDO fire detector in figure 49.
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